PRODUCT BRIEF

v240C
2.4m C-band Circular and Linear Polarization
Maritime VSAT Antenna System

v240C

The Intellian v240C is newest
addition to Intellian’s line of VSAT Satellite Antennas, featuring patented
automatic switching between circular and linear polarization, high-gain
parabolic ring focus components, and an ultra-wide elevation angle that
provides superb signal clarity virtually anywhere you go, even in extremely
low and high latitude regions.
The v240C requires minimal involvement to commission, is easy to
operate, and is simple to upgrade and manage. Each unit comes preloaded with a ready-to-use, client-customized channel library that can be
conveniently tailored further via PC software (also included with the unit),
and firmware updates can be done entirely through the ACU. Wi-Fi router
enables easy connection and control of the ACU, allowing operators to
check the status of the VSAT.

Automatic Polarization Switching
Featuring patented technology available only on select
Intellian models, the v240C allows you to effortlessly
and automatically switch between linear and circular
c-band polarization, wherever you go, with ease and
convenience. Simply select a polarization from the ACU
or PC-based control software, and the unit does the
rest of the work for you, auto-adjusting itself to receive
the desired signal.

Wide Elevation Angle
The v240C’s wide-look angle pedestal design is
excellently suited for extremely low or high latitude
areas, such as the Scandinavian Peninsula or the
Equatorial regions. Empower your vessel with
the ability to travel far and wide, without the worry
of signal loss!

Motor Brakes

Robust and versatile, the v240C marks an new era for VSAT connectivity
on the open water for deep sea vessels that require global coverage. For
more information about the v240C, contact Intellian Technologies today.

Motor brakes on the elevation and cross-level
components prevent dish damage from sudden
movements and/or shock when the unit is powered off,
in transport, or in storage.

Easy Installation, Setup and Operation
With the v240C, installation and setup are easier than
ever. Once a satellite’s peak signal position is acquired
during first-time setup, the unit will automatically readjust accordingly every time it boots (bow, home
sensor offset, azimuth, and elevation position), saving
you huge amounts of time and effort.

Antenna Dome Features
The v240C antenna dome is combined with 12 panels
which makes easier to assemble than equivalent
products. The unit comes with an optional temperature
control assembly that automatically provides the dome
enclosure’s interior with air conditioned cooling as
needed. No matter what the temperature is outside
the dome, you can rest assured that the unit will be
fully functioning under optimal temperature conditions
inside the dome.
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